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Abstract  

Recently the number of vehicles increased consistently 

and parking space is becoming a major issue. In urban 

and semi-urban places is required to design a parking 

system automatically which will reduce manual work 

as well reduce the problem of cars parking on streets. 

This paper presented an easy implementation of 

parking management strategies using smart 

technologies. The motivation for this research paper is 

to identify the positive points of the innovative 

approaches, which will aid in designing an automatic 

car parking system. In most metropolitan areas, it is 

very difficult for the driver to find parking spaces, 

especially during the busy hours. There is a big 

problem knowing where the parking space is available 

time. Many vehicles can catch very limited parking 

spaces. In this paper, we design and implement the 

smart parking system prototype reserved for the search 

and reserve effectively in an empty parking sphere. By 

learning the parking status regularly from the sensor 

network in the parking lot, it is affected by the 

reservation service due to changes in physical parking 

conditions. In addition, we study the state-of-the-art 

parking policy in smart parking systems and compare 

its performance. The proposed reservation-based 

parking policy is likely to ease the operation of the 

parking system and reduce the traffic junk due to 

parking search. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In metropolitan cities, most vehicle drivers have the 

daily anxiety of finding a parking space especially 

during the office hours [1]. It is very much time-

consuming and it is foremost cause of traffic congestion, 

and owner disappointment [2]. The modern automatic 

car parking system is must be smart system [3]. The 

major problem wreckage is that the entry and exit 

module is necessary to be authentic and well controlled 

[4]. Also, consolidate the automatic vending machine 

crave guaranteed aspect and maintenance. In our 

prospective work, we have construct and resolved an 

upgraded and secured vending machine for automatic car 

parking application. It is comprised with the security 

aspect and coin management systems. Correspondingly, 

entry and exit module with the slot management has 

been skilfully designed. Thus the token management 

who takes cash and the parking slot management have 

been conferred here. Likewise the power desolation of 

the global system has been advanced algorithm.  

The vending machine is an astute machine which 

allocates different products, in accordance to the 

insistence of the customer, when he/she fills in currency 

or credit into the machine [5]. The vending machines are 

more capable in demands that the accepted purchasing 

methods. Right now, vending machines are used in here 

and there like at for trains tickets in the railways station, 

in schools, in companies supplying coffee and snacks, in 

car parking that provide parking tickets to the car parkers 

etc [6]. The closable application is so confined due to 

awkward deign and its control of handing the cash and 

cash change [7]. Coin management is also a concern 

since; absolute amount could not be always handled. The 

feasible automatic car parking system are also ordinarily 

very ineffectual designs as their restrictions is to stem 

the entry and exit details, with cash vending incorporate 

systems [8]. Also automated secured features are not 

comprised in the designs. In our scheduled work, we 

have smartly comprised the detail management system in 

the automatic car parking systems with consolidate the 

data from the vending machine additionally automatic 

parking slot management system. Most of the designs 

are installed using the microcontroller systems which are 

ingrained very low operating speed systems. Hence in 

order to control the various handing system and 

management, we obligate to improve the existing 

designs. The design can be built in using ARM systems. 

So that we achieved in embedded c and simulated in 

Keil. 

II. PROPOSED DESIGN FEATURES 
The radio frequency technology (RFID) [9] and 

infrared or IR sensors technology [10] [11]is used. The 

whole work is divided as i) To find out the design and 

globally working of the system ii) issue in vending 

machine iii) non human security is an issue for the 

system iv). Conventional vending machines, uses 

microcontroller than expends more power and have 
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limited operating speed v). the theft alarm is present vi) 

car parking management system with payment and space 

evidence.  

Conspiring of the car entrance module associated with 

the use of coin sensors and object disclosure sensors. 

Conspiring of the car exit module for the car and 

robotized update of the status of the space in the car 

parking.  

 
Fig. 1. Basic block diagram of the smart car parking 

management system. 

 

Designing of the car access module associated the use 

of coin sensors and object disclosure sensor. In this level 

we have construct a program for the entrance of the car 

which will be observed by the object disclosure sensors 

at the gate, thus displaying vacant slots available for the 

choice by the customer, conferring to his own choice and 

in case slots are not available then it is go out. Designing 

is like that the slots count will be decreased as the car is 

recorded in the area and the recent status is accessible for 

the others. Here we designed for a four car parking 

arrangements in our proposed model where for each 

parking. When the parking slots is chosen for any car, 

machine generate for the payment of the desired amount 

into the machines. Now if the entered amount is equal to 

the appropriate amount then the final receipt is 

guaranteed with the selected slot, but in case if the 

inserted amount is more than that of required amount, 

the software check for availability of the refund amount 

by using coin sensors. If the change amount is in stock 

then final slip is setup along with the change, else   just 

returns the total amount that is entered in the machine to 

the customers. 

Next module is conspiring of the car exit module for 

the car and the automated renovate of the status of the 

slots in the car parking system. In this ability, we have 

construct a program for the exit of the car that will be 

disclosed by the object detection sensor at the gate and 

the machine precise for the entering the slot by the car 

parker. The arrangement is programmed in such a 

manner that the different slot count will be incremented 

after the exit of the car. Wireless sensor networks 

module function is collect sensor data, check parking 

slot state in real-time scenario. It is responsible to keep 

update the server by send parking slot and display the 

parking slots state of parking zone in real-time and also 

display the real-time monitoring of parking slots state in 

the nearest parking zone.  

III. SEQUERITY FEATURES 
The entire block functioning combined to form a 

system. The details of the structure at gate level have 

been defined. For the final exertion the interval block is 

defined. All the blocks combined and form a system. 

When all the parking lots are full, the sensor node 

identify there is no place in the parking lot. It is available 

in the parking area of the parking area. Infrared sensor, 

The surrounding side infrared sensors, identifies the 

heat and motion of the object. All objects emit some 

form of heat radiation; it is usually an infrared spectrum. 

This radiation can detect with infrared sensors. In the car 

parking vending machine security and maintenance 

module associated the use of the metal detector sensor 

machine- In this module, at the beginning the metal 

detector sensor is put up on at the time of composition of 

the vending machine. In order to open the car parking 

vending machine, it require for the password being 

reserved in the machine during accession. If the infused 

password is correct then the theft alarm status will be 

lesser and the allowance work can be done else the 

switch to high in the status. Reproduction of the entire 

software programs for ARM. The expected work has 

been achieved and simulated with µVision IDE – Keil 

[12].  

It is a computational process that develops a problem 

by running certain emphasis until the excellent solution 

is achieved. This problematic expansion is to achieve an 

optimum solution. It reproduces the intelligent attitude of 

a group of birds moving from a place to another place 

that is in target. The program fit their velocity and speed 

to reach the target accordingly to their position that is 
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closest to the choicest solution. Correspondingly, their 

initial solutions pretended are moved around in that 

space logically follows the algorithm in correspondence 

with the specific application and differing various 

parameters to reach the optimum solution [13]. To target 

the solution is being optimized is used. At the beginning, 

depending upon the application, a search is decided that 

consists of a number of solutions. Each and every 

particle has its own position in the search space of the 

optimization problem. The particle initial position and 

velocity assumed previously. In between all these 

solution the best one is to found for optimization of the 

problem. It has the structure that for vending machine in 

cash flow management system. It has entry and exit 

module. Additionally the output ports have no changes, 

no entry, no exit, entry sense pins, exit sense pins and 

payment port pins. For the entry exit payment the output 

pins are used and amount of the final circuit. The final 

implementation statuses are represented by output pins.   

Accept it and explain it. In a general infrared sensor, 

Motion detection, radiation entry, the sensor itself is in 

the middle of the device. This section is about it consists 

of multiple separate sensors. These piratical elements are 

voltage when heat or cold the elements are combined on 

a small circuit board. In the scene a small part of his 

field increased heat, speed detection trigger alarm It's 

very common 

Used as housing or commercial part security system 

Infrared sensors can be thought of as such. The camera is 

easily infrared area radiation arises. Activate the alarm 

when the whole field view has changed this device will 

not boot.  

The security and maintenance module of synthesis 

design is here and it has been shown in details. It 

performs all the blocks operating mingled to form a 

system. Here the input stands for the code enter input, 

password entry pins and the metal sensor pin. The output 

pins incorporate the alarm status and the safety status. 

The alarm status express the invader alarm or for any 

unjustified alleviate or handover of the device.  

Correspondingly, the safety dignity point out the final 

status renovates in case of any alarm status and thus 

pointing out the theft or the maintenance modes. The 

entry and exit modules of simulations are here. Its 

produce all the entry and exit parts or payment flags and 

various sensors for the entry and exit sense. Here the 

final produce has been shown for the entry of the 

password module and safety status. This has been shown 

by code entering, alarm status and password entering.  

The simulation denotes the entry of the password and 

output defines the exit of password. In the simulation 

results maintenance module can also been shown. 

IV. SYSTEM EVALUATION 

Intelligent car parking system is built for real the 

application needs to be of good quality and firmness 

been tested. Examine using the prototype system. 

Application interface with different functions among the 

requirements we specify remote control. Our function of 

toy cars evaluation used for testing the system 

performance. 

Parking slot status is updated by the sensor node and 

regularly reported on the embedded web server, by 

deploying wireless sensor networks. This information is 

sent to the Central Web server in real time using a Wi-Fi 

network. In addition, drivers on mobile devices can get 

free home parking. 

In the proposed architectural smart park services can 

effectively meet the requirements and wireless sensor 

networks and mobile device applications are 

encouraging technology to solve future parking systems. 

V. CONCLUSION 

 The suggested design is very simple and cost effective 

as it does not require the cost effective cameras or any 

image processing. In this way the total simulation and 

RTL design fusion has been presented. RTL design is 

developed to the low power utilization using PSO. 

That’s why we have contrivance an improved and 

secured vending machine for car parking zone. The 

scheduled design is cost effective but it provides the 

security for the machine itself. The software results point 

out that the vending machine for automatic car parking is 

very adjustable and decent since the number of slots for 

car parking. The problems associated with parking are 

common and always face difficulty while searching for a 

safe parking space. 
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